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Introduction

This submission whilst observing the relationships between Occupational Health and Safety and WorkCover in the workplace primarily focuses on the latter.  Recently we have made a substantial submission to an enquiry at a State level into Occupational Health and Safety.

We remain confident of the progress made at a State level, having instigated a closer relationship with the bodies concerned, and are supportive in the development of research and formal applications, administered through the relevant authorities.

Through our worksite committee involvement we affirm greater current understanding for our industry.

Development of institutional studies is progressing, through academic institutions to degree level.  These are focusing our problematic assumptions, that filter down to related difficulties in the retail industry.  

We are satisfied that improvement is evident and feel confident to leave the management of Occupational Health and Safety developments to a State Government.

WorkCover we see differently.  Shareholders in this industry whilst pronounced in their growing numbers at a state level, as far as employment, have multinational insurers.  Driven by financial management decisions reliant on overseas judgements.

Retail multinationals to a greater extent operate on shareholder margins.  Interstate consumer preferences may vary, but mostly the bottom line is a focal point.

We see the policing of WorkCover standards as an enforceable matter for State jurisdictions.  However there remains a national performance data requirement for national Self Insurers.

Other topics related to in this submission come in and out of both national and state jurisdictions.  Depending largely upon the state and working populations.

The relevance of constant time management puts the states of national management.  Daily occurrences of worksite injuries require more immediate and looser decision making process.  Therefore we see the mechanics of this industry a responsibility at a state level.  With a general observance from a national perspective, required where deteriorating trends are observed.
Age Discrimination Provisions in the Workplace
Accident Compensation Act 1985

Our Organisation is increasingly spreading its coverage to a growing number of aged persons in the workplace.  Of particular relevance are persons trade qualified employed in the home improvements and building retail sector, a growing consumer section in the retail industry.

Under Section 93 E & F and the Section 5 definition of ‘retirement age’, in the Accident Compensation Act 1985 there is no provision for weekly payments for employees beyond 65 – 66th year.  Although the worker has continued in employment, and has suffered an injury in the course of or out of such employment.  We believe this to be unjust, unfair and above all contrary to the universally accepted principles or Workers’ Compensation.

If we are to accept what the Prime Minister John Howard has intimated in his approach to future employment.  

There is a theme of urgency that the workplace will have to accommodate older persons within its structure primarily because of the short falls in superannuation support in short many people will have to work on.

The retail sector has seen a move over recent years to part-time and casualisation of work.  Within this context the problem of savings becomes critical when facing retirement.  It is simply not affordable.

It should be noted that the International Labor Organisation in Geneva thought about a Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention (ILO No 111), 362 U.N.T.S. 31 document promulgated in June 15, 1960, of which Australia was notified in 1973.  This Convention permit allows a Government to add grounds unilaterally to its domestic purposes.  In 1989 Australia added a number of grounds including “age discrimination”.

We therefore see the enforcement of ILO Convention No 111 provisions to eliminate employment – related discrimination, for the security of employees’ safety in the workplace as a National issue to be forced by a National body and longevity as far as Superannuation coverage.

There are further co-ordinants that may need change over time, due to an ageing workforce.  Areas such as OHS, industrial relations and workforce change.  New working benchmarks from a National perspective will certainly come about.

Evolving from the issue of “age discrimination” is the actual management of aged care support, estimates for National Health Standards, consumer demands, community standards and a whole list of functional indicators.

If at the right time it can be monitored, there can be adequate planning.

The correct profile for how we employ an aging population will ultimately lead to how we are governed nationally; therefore it is in the interest of all Australians that we speak.

Privacy/Claims Information Management

Recently the Federal Minister for Health, Tony Abbott was quoted in an article in the Melbourne Herald Sun dated December 21, 2003, proposing the introduction of Smart Brands to record our medical histories.  This he estimated would reduce the 18,000 preventable deaths a year, associated with the lack of information surrounding emergency service systems.

This in itself sounds like the resurrection of the Australian card proposed under a previous Labour administration.

Medical histories recorded at a state level such as those recorded within WorkCover Agencies have in the past remained at a confidential level, within the State Government system.  The problem of any transfer of this information to a Federal system, is in itself the transfer application.

Leakages happen through transcription, verbal and now in internet, IT systems.

An article in the Weekend Australian December 20 – 21, 2003 revealed the situation where the names of six naval women who had undergone gynecological treatment had their details published on a Government website.  In the statement it was apparent that the Federal Government was at the time unaware of the situation until the Weekend Australian contacted the relevant Defence Authorities.  Details of this medical information were on the website for more than a year.

According to the Federal Privacy Commissioner Malcolm Crompton, he was not aware that such information was available on a Government website.

As we now see there are flaws in our Government systems not even understood by our Federal administrators.  Therefore the task of potentially transferring large volumes of highly personal information potentially becomes a hazard in itself.

Just as the defence incident would be dealt with by a Defence Ombudsman’s Bureau it is appropriate that at least at a State level, a WorkCover Ombudsman administration be put in place.

The many stakeholders within the WorkCover industry demand the introduction of an Ombudsman’s role, for procedural fairness for all parties concerned.

The Coles/Myer Corporation has put in place an internal WorkCover medical assistance scheme called Injury Net.  This scheme is voluntary for its employees.

There is an offer of a set amount of free visits to certain medical Practitioners at various points in the State.

As this system is divorced from the Central WorkCover administration, our member’s history and conditions go to a private medical practitioner whose client base is a multi national retail corporation.  The question we must ask here is that when the injury becomes a fully fledged WorkCover claim, will the prior data be readily available to other treaters?  At what cost will this be?

In this scenario we see the medical histories of our members becoming a potential commodity of financial transfer.  Should this medical group get into difficulties?

Our concerns are founded on the scale of primary in existence at a Federal level.  How do we police this under the systems that have become out of control at National and International levels.

Gender Mainstreaming in the Workplace

As the Retail Industry Union in this state we have a composition of 75% female membership.  The social significance of employment factors and the relevance of each gender’s employment opportunities have changed markedly over the years.  To this end we, as a union, have addressed this situation through gender mainstreaming.

The concept of bringing gender issues into the mainstream of society was clearly established as a global strategy for promoting gender equality in the platform for action adopted a the United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women, held in Beijing China in 1995.  It highlighted the necessity to ensure that gender equality is a primary goal in all areas of social and economic development.

The transformation by mainstreaming goes beyond increasing women’s participation, it means bringing the experience, knowledge and interest of women and men to bear on the development agenda in the workplace.

There are two main corporations which cover 70% of our membership in this state.  However their operational diversity has increased, from counter sales, to warehousing fast food, and petrol outlets.

Whilst there is a foreseeable role for both genders to operate within these establishments, there is a distinct margin of acceptance on the part of each gender especially in warehousing.  WorkCover claims are eventuating in increasing numbers in this area, primarily stress related but also injuries that were conducive to a lack of training and instruction.  This is because of a lack of overall worksite communication and a view that warehousing is a male only occupation?

There has been a transformation of responsibility for both men and women in the social fabric of life.  While employment was once a predominate vote for men, there is now equal employment of the genders. In many circumstances females are the sole providers in households.  Therefore return to work issues are paramount.

If we are to examine the structures of WorkCover and OHS on a National basis, then we must look at the consequences of gender specific outcomes.  There is a need to be pro-active here at all levels so national steerage may be a last solution.

Self Insurers

As a precursory matter, we have included an attachment submission, which was sent to the Victorian WorkCover Authority, Self Insurance Review on 12 September 2003, with an additional addendum on 15 September 2003 that is to be read in conjunction with the comments made herein.  Those two statements in themselves highlight the difficulties we encounter on a daily basis at a state level.  It begs the question, how do we overcome these matters if they are shifted to a National level.  

As previously stated, 70% of our membership work within the parameters of two main corporations.  Both Coles Myer and Woolworths groups are Self Insurers.

For the sake of a National Standard where a National Self Insurance Licence has been granted to a company, a jurisdiction would be able to revoke the application of that licence in that jurisdiction should the jurisdiction see this action warranted.

For a period of 12 months from the day a worker becomes entitled to weekly payments, if the worker has a clearance for work.  The employer in concert with the Self Insurers administration must provide employment for the worker in a position which is at least equivalent to the position which they held prior to their injury.

Endeavors of Self Insurers must be monitored to ensure that positions reflect equivalent status, rather that demeaning alternatives.  Possible measures should include prosecution, and also penalty loadings on premiums.

Companies in the retail sector with regard to Return to Work within their establishments, apply a loose form of compliance.  In many cases they fragment duties to be performed outside the site establishment.  When 104 weeks has transpired in an employees claim there is a sudden change in the company’s ability to supply those duties.  It is at this point they withdraw the work and add that as the position has been created outside their establishment they have complied with RTW demands and no longer have a responsibility.

The present Federal Government is trying to say that people on special pensions and medical conditions should try to force their way back into the workforce.  Yet we have corporations in relation to Workers Compensation off loading staff in large numbers around Australia.

National corporate bodies within the retail sector have stated that their cash savings at a national level would be significant.  We then must look at realigning employee benefits at a national level on the subject of superannuation as it would seem appropriate that if the positions of a claimant is to be left open for 12 months then there is a responsibility for that position in relative terms for taxation and continuity of working life that payments should be made as such for the 12 months.   After all the Federal Government is decrying the position of superannuation.  The people at this wage level are the most likely to fall back on the public purse of age sixty-five.

Expansion of acceptance of the now-traditional services for treatment needs to be investigated with the crisis appearing in the medical fraternity through insurance as there is reluctance on the part of a growing number to be involved in WorkCover cases:

Because of the defined grouping of injuries sustained in the retail sector, it would seen appropriate that the Self Insurers should be encouraged to be given the opportunity to assist in the development of new treatment Protocols and guidelines.

As national groups Coles Myer and Woolworths have both corporate and community responsibilities.  They should be encouraged to support the development of key injury studies found within the framework.  At a Government level perhaps nationally, incentives would be a possible move in the right direction.

For our Organisation, Self Insurers are a key part of the OHS and WorkCover Compensation system.

We attest that the present system in Victoria is one of them and insurers are out to cut costs.  There is a blatant advice system apparent through the whole WorkCover system to shake of claimants.  Our responsibility is to advise and support our members through their claim life.  It is becoming a more vicious circle, but one we feel with Self Insurers must be fought at a State level.

Medical Systems and Practitioners

There is an increasing number of medical practitioners in country areas refusing to see employees who present themselves at surgeries, for consultations related to WorkCover.  This has a significant effect on employees.

The general protocols in relation to employee’s attending insurance doctors is in need of an overhaul.  There is an absolute need for change in this area.  Claimants are often by this time frustrated with the system, only to be given a most brief examination in many cases in a hostile environment.  Here begins the adversarial system on its own.  With little feedback at the time, employees leave the medical premises wondering where the medical profession is heading, let alone their own situation.

Doctors in this system should be part of the healing process.  They are moving further away with their attitudes.  There is no need for a greater role in greater usage of experienced occupational physicians, or t hose appropriate health professionals closer to particular workplace injuries.

Quite apparent today is the arrival of Doctors trained in countries with little or no knowledge of workplace ailments.  There industry back in their country is such that it does not have the same injury data base in these areas to fall back on, least of all the training.  Yet we are relying on their medical expertise to form an opinion on a work related injury.  The proper course accreditation to a standard level would ensure knowledge and experience for those doctors trained here in Australia.

On the subject of medical panels it is not that Government agencies hand pick these and that a select group of questions are pressed on to the panel for their answers.  Whilst their expertise is invaluable if there has been a prolonged treatment level performed by a general practitioner then they are entitled to be contacted at this juncture.

Psychological Issues

There are several issues that force initially uncomplicated WorkCover claims into secondary and far more serious situations of psychological breakdown.

Large retail stores and the like are alive with numerous rumors and gossip.  On many occasions emulating form the personal files of injured workers.  Management at all times has a responsibility to maintain complete confidentiality.  Issues of employee’s health should always be held in confidence.

An open indication of the way these matters are leaked throughout the workplace is the involvement of onsite visits of private investigators interviewing fellow staff about the employee claiming stress as a problem.  The instigators of this action should force witnesses to greater efforts of secrecy in these matters.

Although secondary to the main claim, stress related issues can overcome the main problem when there is a breakdown in the claimant be able to perform domestic duties in the home.  People can become isolated in their own homes as well as at work.  Management in large retail stores are not trained for issues of stress related matters.  They have become simply “bottom-line” guardians and pass the situation onto outsiders.  This makes the employees more exposed.  There is a great need to address the usage of counsellor’s and stress related information down the line.  To invoke team development as many workplaces does not become complete until we know how to work with breakdowns.

When employing people who have known conditions it would seem appropriate that management should approach these people with a greater duty of care and responsibility.  All too often today we are seeing young people employed under special schemes becoming distressed at their workplace.  Whilst we applaud the corporations for initially employing these people.  It is important that they are given more care and encouragement.

Rehabilitation Programs and Benefits

In workers compensation early return to work is the expected outcome of occupational rehabilitation intervention.  Occupational rehabilitation should be workplace based with all services aimed at placing a worker in appropriate employment as well as keeping the job available for at least twelve months and possibly beyond, as is done under the Victorian system.

Normally what we have found is that if management creates an environment there is a willingness on the part of employees to embrace the opportunities of returning to work.  In retail where incomes are highly important and relevant to the household there is more than enough incentive for the worker to return to work.

Difficulties arise when smaller businesses are forced with longer delays and costs.  Relationships between employer/employee and the medical practitioners who refuse to alter their position in regard to their patient.  Alternative duties become a severe problem in small business.

Blockages in rehabilitation occur in large organisations where management at the cold face level dispute the return of workers to alternative duties, and place a full clearance as the only solution.

Rehabilitation service companies have stated that they have no control over their final aims it comes down to a management prerogative.  Thereby the system displays certain hypocrisy to the overall system.

Victoria has a system known as the “Wise Program” whereby employers are subsidized in different industries to take on people unable to return to pre-injury duties.

What we have found is that little is promoted about the program yet it warrants some thought as similar training programs and systems were in vogue during the previous Federal Labor administrations.  A similar system is in place through WorkCover New South Wales whereby employees have a range of financial and other benefits available to them to encourage employment of workers injured at other employer organisations in that state.  This system to our understanding is promising.

Rehabilitation providers seem almost as transient as claims managers in the realms of job transfers.  Whilst workers depend on these people and build up a relationship which is good more often than not, the Case Manager is on the move.  Whilst there is less challenge to case managers working for rehab providers with a limited injury-case, there is a consistent changing of the guard internally in rehab providers.  These constant changes do not help with return to work management programs.

This sort of frustration leads to workers opting out of programs.  One wonders if there is a deliberate frustration program afoot.

Similarly on worksites there seems to be a continual change of rehab monitors where Assistant Managers and Managers continually delegate the progress of rehabilitation and daily work programs, once again upsetting the natural flow and relationships.

In Victoria Claims Managers have case loads which range from 80 – 120.  They are always in catch-up mode as far as paper work, especially with the private insurers.

There seems to be reluctance on the part of Conciliation Services to involve themselves in the process of rehabilitation outcomes.  Closely connected to the adversarial systems of claim identification and continuance is an outcome of rehabilitation and possible return to work.  

Yet as a byline statements of more encouragement are put forward to the parties.  

Assuming that rehabilitation is an objective of all legislation, it seems that determinations are left to industrial solution, rather than Workers’ Compensation.




Dispute Resolution in Workers Compensation

For our part the SDA in Victorian services all members who need advice on their claims particularly when they are rejected and there is a requirement for us to advise and attend the members’ conciliation.

Up until this point the information provided to the claimant leaves them unsure as to where they stand, aggrieved by the rejection and frustrated that they are facing an adversarial situation.  To most it is akin to a court proceedings.  This conjures up a great many doubts in their minds.  As an advisory service we have to comfort claimants and start the process of explanation and the various roles that will be played out over the next few months.

The interim period prior to the conciliation gives us time to negotiate, if possible, with the parties concerned.  There is a willingness o the part of the Victorian Conciliation system to bring matters to finality prior to the set date of conciliation.

The SDA attended approximately 70 conciliations last quarter and answered some 1200 phone calls in reference to Workers’ Compensation problems.  We have approximately over four thousand current claims.  Many in time will result in going to Conciliations.

What we have here in Victorian for our organisation is a good system of Conciliation.  There needs to be a greater understanding of the role of the Conciliation process.  What is most important to our organisation is the closeness and work related knowledge that is present within a state system.  Issues that occur overtime become a databank of experiences with conciliation officers and those working the system.   It is extremely important to keep that neighborhood relevance, especially when dealing in retail matters.

Apart from the SDA servicing their members at Conciliation we have in Victoria Union Assist (Vic THC) and WorkCover Assist, funded by the Victorian Government.  Both operational in the true sense.

High levels of disputes impact on the progress of return to work processes.  The more complication in administration results in a drawn out and frustrating policing of matters.  This brings about a greater break down in employer-employee relationships.

The Accident Compensation Commission in Victoria services a growing number of disputes under WorkCover applications.  If further directs applicants to a free Advisory Service.  There is also the WorkCover Assist system throughout the state which supports workers attending conciliations.

At present the Conciliation Service hopes to resolve matters within thirty-five days.  This has blown out some what as backup information is taking anything up to seven weeks before appearances.  Another concern is time as a factor with the retail industry continuously in a transient situation.  Resolution for many will be greatly frustrated.

Wherever federally based institutions arrive there is nearly always a costing factor.  Right now the system is free to the public, many of whom are financially disadvantaged.  The last thing we would want is a cost arrival with this service.

We are led to believe that the transfer of obligations and power to a federal level would mean that carriage of policy and ultimate administrative decisions would be made by the Department of Workplace Reform and Industrial Relations.  This would eventuate in several problems.

Firstly this department under the present Government in 1996 documentized its working population in all states.  In fact, Victoria was left with a skelton staff.

Programs such as best practice and workplace reform were eradicated completely, along with many staff.  The interest in coming to terms with being a conciliatory mover between employer and employee was virtually catapulted into the abyss.  Even now it is far from involved.

What we ask is this; at the whim of a policy plunge will WorkCover suffer under a federal system?

Politically this is a sensitive system.  There can be now development of authority and care to second best.  The moral connotations to best practice showdowns.

As an overview we have attached a copy of the Accident Compensation Conciliation Service Annual Client Survey Report for 2002 – 2003.  This indicates there is a need for timely understanding of the system.  Can we hope to ever attain this under a 
Federal system?

Conclusion


Although this submission is not entirely expansive in its presentation, we seek to point out the issues raised are particular to our industry. 
 
The growth of employees performing duties at a greater age is significant. Their entitlements as such necessary, when we consider their experience and contribution to the workplace.

There is a need for effective policies ensuring privacy and thorough competent claims management processes. We are dealing after all with some delicate passages or employees lives. They must be cautiously attended to at this time. 

The diverse contributions from each gender is an internationally recognised component. People through their experiences in expectable standards promote change. When relevant to best practice in our industry except individual recognition from all quarters. When this remains consistent we retain working capability, something that has not always been achievable in the Australian workplace.

Self Insurers are indeed a prominent factor in our industry. Whilst they remain close in administrative terms they can be distant in relationships. 

We have acknowledged our concerns more closely with a copy of a submission to a closer jurisdiction.  Yet we see this has some significance at a national level.

Chapters six and seven come closely aligned.  If achievable they complete the mechanism for affective worksite capabilities.  Progress in these areas is constant, although the demands on the human body within the retail industry are not as diverse as other industries.  Nevertheless careful monitoring is essential for achievable standards.

Dispute Resolution is we think only achievable at a state level.  Stretching this governance to a national perspective would be a time wasting exercise.  Time is what we don’t have, when trying to put people back to work effectively.

Once again we have included a copy of research methodology facing the ACCS in Victoria, showing an example of the efforts in this state in attempting to overcome disputation.
 

